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Globalisation came to be seen as more than simply 
a way of doing business, or running financial 
markets it became a process. From then on the 

Word took on a life of its own. Centuries earlier, in 
a similar manner, the techniques of industrial 
manufacturing led to the changes associated with 
the process of industrialisation, as former country 
dwellers migrated to the cramped but booming 
ndustrial cities to tend the new machines. Not 
everyone agrees that globalisation is necessarily 
evl, or that globalised corporations are running Ihe lives of individuals or are more powerful than 
hatons, Some say that the spread of globalisation, ree markets and free trade into the developing Word is the best way to beat poverty- the only HOblem is that free markets and free trade do not yet truly exist. Thus, this paper looks at the finnish xperience of long-term economic growth and POVerty reduction in the era of globalization. 

Globalization and Economy: 
A Case of Finland 

INTRODUCTION 
It was the anti-globalisation movement that really put giobalisation on 
the map. As a word it has existed since the 1960s, but the protests against 
this allegely new process, which its opponents condemn as a way ot 
ordering people's lives, brought globalisation out of the financial and 
academic worlds and into everyday current affairs jargon. (feffery,2002) 
But that scarcely brings us nearer to what globalisation means. The 
phenomenon could be a great deal of different things, or perhaps multiple 
manifestations of one prevailing trend. It has become a buzzword that 
some will use to describe everything that is happening in the world 
today. 
In the late 1980s and early 1990s, the business model termed the 
"globalised" inancial market came to be seen as an entity that could 
have more than just an economic impact on the parts of the worBd it 
touched. 

Globalisation came to be seen as more than simply a way of doing 
business, or running financial markets -it became a process. From then 
on the word took on a life of its own. Centuries earlier, in a similar 
manner, the techniques of industrial manufacturing led to the changes 
associated with the process of industrialisation, as former country 
dyellers migrated to the cramped but booming industrial cities to tend 
the new machines. 

The anti-globalisation movement is famously broad, encompassing 
environmentalists, anarchists, unionists, the hard left, some of the sott 
left, those campaigning for tair development in poorer countries and 
others who want to tear the whole thing down, in the same way that the 
original Luddites attacked mechanised spinning machines. 
Not everyone agrees that globalisation is necessarily evil, or that 
globalised corporations are running the lives of individuals or are more 
powerful than nations. Some say that the spread of globalisation, tree 
markets and free trade into the developing world is the best wav to beat 
poverty -the only problem is that free markets and tree trade do not yet 
truly exist. 



Globalisation can be seen as a positive, negative or even 
marginal process. And regardless of whether it works for 
good or ill, globalisation's exact meaning will continue. 
Long term Economic G rowth and Poverty 
Reduction: Finland in the early 2000s is a small 

industrialized country with a standard of living ranked 
among the top twenty in the world. At the beginning of 
the twentieth century it was a p0or agrarian country win 
agross domestic product per capita less than half of that 
of the United Kingdom and the United States, world 
leaders at the time in this respect. Finland was part of 
Sweden until 1809, and a Grand Duchy of Russia from 
1809 ta 1917, with relatively broad autonomy in its 
economic and many internal affairs. It became an 
independernt republic in 1917. While not directly involved 
in the fighting in World WarI, the country went through a 
civil war during the years of early independence in 1918, 
and fought against the Soviet Union during World War II. 
Participation in Western trade liberalization and bilateral 
trade with the Soviet Union required careful balancing of 
foreign policy, but also enhanced the welfare of the 
population. Finland has been a member of the European 
Union since 1995, and has belonged to the European 
Economic and Monetary Union since 1999, when 
adopted the euro as its currency. 
Finland has large forest areas of coniferous trees, and 
forests have been and still are an important natural 
resource in its economic development. Other natural 
resources are scarce: there is no coal or oil, and relatively 
few minerals. Outokumpu, the biggest copper mine in 
Europe in its time, was depleted in the 1980s. Even water 
power is scarce, despite the large number of lakes, because 
of the small height differences. The country is among the 
larger ones in Europe in area, but it is sparsely populated 
with 44 people per square mile, 5.3 million people 
altogether. The population is very homogeneous. There 
are a small number of people of foreign origin, about two 
percent, and for historical reasons there are two official 
Janguage groups, the Finnish-speaking majority and a 
Swedish-speaking minority. In recent years population 
has grown at about 0.3 percent per year. 

The Beginnings of Industrialization 
Accelerating Growth: Finland was an agrarian 
country in the 1800s, despite poor climatic conditions for 
efficientgrain growing. Seventy percent of the population 
was engaged in agriculture and forestry, and half of the 
value of production came from these primary industries 
in 1900. Slash and burn cultivation finally gave way to 
field cultivation during the nineteenth century, even in 
the eastern parts of the country. 

and 

Some iron works were founded in the southwestern part 
of the country in order to process Swedish iron ore as 
early as in the seventeenth century. Significant tarburning, 
sawmilling and fur trading brought cash with which to 
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buy a few imported items s such as salt, and some luAuies 
-coffee, sugar, wines and ine cloths. The smal the coastal areas flourished I through thes hipping oÁ hes 

items, even if restrictive legislation in the eighteenh 
century required trarnsport via 

Stockholm.T The incone 
from tar and timber shipping accumulated Capital for the 

first industrial plants. 
The nineteenth century saw the modest industrialization, clearly later than in Western The first modern coton factories started up in the and 1840s, as did the firstmachine shops. The eirst stearm 
machines were introduced in the cotton factories arnd the 

first rag paper machine in the 1840s. The first stear sawmills were allowed to start only in 1860. The first railroad shortened the traveling time froom the inland towns to the coast in 1862, and the first 

ttelegraphs Cang at around the same time. Some new inventions, such as electrical power and the telephone, cameinto use early in the 1880s, but generally the diffusion of inew technology to everyday use took a long time. 
The export of various industrial 1 and artisan products Russia from the 1840s on, as well as the opening up of British markets to Finnish sawmill products in n the 186k were important triggers of industrial l development. Frorm the 1870s on pulp and paper based on wood fiber becarne major export items to the Russian market,and before Wortd War I one-third of the demand lof the vast tRussian empire was satisfied with Finnish paper. Finland i'became a very open ecornomy after the 1860s and 1870s, 

one-fourth. A happy coincidence was the consideraha 
improvement tin the terms of f trade (export prices/ import prices) from the late 1860s to 1900, when timber and other 

export prices improved in relation to the international 
prices of grain and industrial products. Finland 
participated fully in the global economy of the first gold. 
standard era, importing much of its grain tariff-free and a 
lot of other foodstuffs. Half of the imports consisted of 
food, beverages and tobacco. Agriculture turned to dairy 
farming, as in Dernmark, but with poorer results. The 
Finnish currency, the markka from 1865, was tied to gold 
in 1878 and the Finnish Senate borrowed money from 
Western banking houses in order to build railways and 
schools. 

GDP grew at a slightly accelerating average rate of 26 
percent per annum, and GDP per capita rose 1.5 percent 
per year on average between 1860 and 1913. The 
population was also growing rapidly, and from two 
million in the 1860s it reached three million on the eve ot 
World War I. Only about ten percent of the population 
lived in towns. The investment rate was a little over lU 

percent of GDP between the 1860s and 1913 and labor 

productivity was low compared to the leading nations 
Accordingly, economic growth depended mostly on added 
labor inputs, as well as a growing cultivated area. 

,with an expot share equaling one-fifth of GDP and an import share of 



Catching up in the Interwar Years: Therevolution of 1917 

in 
Russia 

and Finland's independence cut off Russian 

trade, 
which was 

devastating for. Finland's economy. The 

food 
situation was 

particulariy. difficult as 60 percent of 

grain 
required Ihad been imported. 

Postwar 
reconstruction in Europe and the consequent 

demandfor-timber soon put t the economy ona swift growth 

The gapi between the Finnisheconomy and Western 

economies 
narrowed dramatically in the interwar period, 

althoughit 
remained the samne among the Scandinavian 

countries, whích also experienced fast growth: GDPgrew 

by 4.7 
percent per annum and GDP per capita by 3.8 

percent in 1920-1938. The investment rate rose to new 

heights, 
which also improved labor productivity (see 

figure 6). The 1930s depresssion was milder than in many 

other 
European 

countries because of the continued 

demand for pulp and paper. On the other hand, Finnish 

industries went into depression at different times, which 

made the downturn mlder than it would have been if all 

the 
industries had experienced their troughs 

simultaneously. The Depression, however, had serious 

and long-drawn-out consequences tor poor people. 

path. 

The land reform of f 1918 secured land for tenant farmers 

snd farn workers. A large number of new, small farms 

uere established, which could only support families if 

had extra income from forest work The country 
they 
nermained largely agrarian. On the eve of World War !l 

almost half of the labor force and one-third of the 

production were still in the primary industrics. Smal). 

scale agriculture used horses and horse-drawn machnes, 

lunberjacks went into the forest with axes and saw%, and 

logs were transported from the forest by horses or by 

floating. Tariff protection and other poicy measures 
helped to raise the domestic grain production to 8-0 

percent of consumption by 1939. 
Soon after the end of World War i, Finnish sawmull 

products, pulp and paper found old and new markets in 
the Western world. The structue of exports bexame more 
one-sided, however. Textiles and metal products found 
no markets in the West and had to compete hard with 
imports on the domestic market. More than four-ffths of 
exports were based on wood, and one-third of industrial 

proxduction was in sawmilling, other wood products, puip 
and paper. Other growing industries induded mining 
basic metal industries and nmachine production, but they 
operated on the domestic market, protected by the custuoms 
barriers that were typical of Europe at that time. 

The Postwar Boomn Until the 1970s: Finland came 
ut of World War l crippied by the koss of a full ternth of its 
erritory, and with 400.000 evacuees from Karelia. 
roductive units were dilapidated and the raw material situation was poor. The huge war reparations to the Soviet 

Unàon were the priority problem of the decision makers. 
tn tavorable development of the domestic machinery 

Supbuilding industries (see Fig. 7), which was based 

on domestic demmand duing the interwar period and arms 

deliveries to the arnmv during the War made war 

reparations deliveries possible. They were paid on time 

and according to the agreements. At the same time, timber 

exports to the West started again. Gradually the productive 

capacity was modernized and the whole industry was 

reformed (see Fig. 8). Evacuees and soldiers were given 

land on which to settle. and this contributed to the decrease 

in farm size. 

Finland became part of the Western European trade 

iberalization movement by joining the World Bank, the 

International Monetary Fund (IM) and the Brettorn Woods 

agreemnent in 1948, becoming a member of the General 

Agreemnent on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) two years later, 

and joining Finnefta (an agreement between the European 

Free Trade Area (EFTA) and Finland) in 1961. The 

government chose not to receive Marshall Aid because of 

the world political situation. Bilateral trade agreements 

with the Soviet Union started in 1947 and continued until 

1991. Tariffs were eased and imports from market 

economnies liberated from 1957. Exports and imports, 

which had stayed at internationally high levels during 

the interwar years, only slowly returned to the earlier 
relative levels. 

The investment rate climbed tonew levels soon after War 

World II under a government policy favoring investments 

and it remained on this very high level until the end of the 

1980s. The labor-force growth stopped in the early 1960s, 
and eonomic growth has since depended on increases 

in productivity rather than increased labor inputs. GDP 

growth was 4.9 percent and GDP per capita 4.3 percent in 
1950-1973 - matching the rapid pace of many other 
Euopean countries. 

E*ports and, accordingly, the structure of the 

manufacturing industry were diversified by Soviet and, 
Latet, cn Western orders for machinery products including 
paper machines, cranes, elevators, and special ships such 
as icebreakers. The vast Soviet Union provided good 
markets for clothing and footwear, while Finnish wool 

and cotton factories slowly disappeared because of 

competition fron low-wage countries. The modern 
hemical industry started to develop in the early twentieth 
century, often led by foreign entrepreneurs, and the first 
small ol refinery was built by the government in the 1950s. 
The government became actively involved in industrial 
activities in the early twentieth century, with investments 
in mining, basic industries, energy production and 
transmission, and the construction of infrastructure, and 

this continued in the postwar period. 
The new agricultural policy, the aimn of which was to 
secure reasonable incomes and favorable loans to the 
farmers and the availability of domestic agricultural 
products for the population, soon led to overproduction 
in several product groups, and further to government 
subsidized dumping on the international markets. The 
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irst limitations on agricultural production were 
introduced at the end of the 1960s. 
Ihe population reached four million in 1950, and the 
POstwar baby boom put extra pressure on the educational 
system. The educational level of the Finnish population 
was low in Western European terms in the 1950s, even if 
everybody could read and write. The underdeveloped 
educational system was expanded and renewed as new 
universities and vocational schools were founded, and 
the number of years of basic, compulsory education 
increased. Education has been government run since the 
1960s and 1970s, and is free at all levels. Finland started 
to follow the so-called Nordic welfare model, and similar 
1mprovements in health and social care have been 
introduced, normally somewhat later than in the other 
Nordic countries. Public child-health centers, cash 
allowances for children, and maternity leave were 
established in the 1940s, and pension plans have covered 
the whole population since the 1950s. National 
unemployment programs had their beginnings in the 
1930s and were gradually expanded. A public health 
care 'system was introduced in 1970, and national health 
insurance also cOvers some of the cost of private health 
care. During the 1980s the income distribution became 
one of the most even in the world. 

Slower Growth from the 1970s: The oil crises of the 
1970s put the Finnish economy under pressure. Although 
the oil reserves of the main supplier, the Soviet Union, 
showed no signs of running out, the price increased in 
line with world market prices. This was a source of 
devastating inflation in Finland. On the other hand, it 
was possible to increase exports under the terms of the 
bilateral trade agreement with the Soviet Union. This 
boosted export demand and helped Finland to avoid the 
high and sustained unemployment that plagued Western 
Europe. 
Economic growth in the 1980s was somewhat better than 
in most Western economies, and at the end of the 1980s 
Finland caught up with the sluggishly-growing Swedish 
GDP per capita for the first time. In the early 1990s the 
collapse of the Soviet trade, Western European recession 
and problems in adjusting to the new liberal order of 
international capital movement led the Finnish economy 
into a depression that was worse than that of the 1930s. 
GDP fell by over 10 percent in three years, and 
unemployment rose to 18 percent. The banking crisis 
triggered a profound structural change in the Finnish 
financial sector. The economy revived again to a brisk 
growth rate of 3.6 percent in 1994-2005: GDP growth was 
2.5 percent and GDP per capita 2.1 percent between 1973 
and 2005. 

Electronics started its spectacular rise in the 1980s and it 
is now the largest single manufacturing industry witha 25 percent share of all manufacturing. Nokia is the world's 
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largest producer of mobile phones and a 
maiot 

transmission-station constructor. Coonnected to this 
development was the increase in the 

research-and 
development outlay to three percent of 

GDP,one of te 
highest in the world. The) Finnish paper CompariesUP Kynmene and M-real and the 

Finnish-Swedish Enso are among the largestpaper producersin the word, 
although paper production now aCCOunts foor only percent of manufacturing output. Therecent disCuSicn on the future of the industry is alarming, however.The position of the Nordic paper industry, ,which is based on expensive, ,slowly-growing timber, is 

threatenedby ne areas in Asia and South America, which use local, fast 

paper factories sfounded near the expanding c 

consumption 
sawmilling operations now constitute a very srnall 

growing tropical timber. The formerly significant 
industries have shrunk into insignificance 

What has typified the last couple of decades is the globalization that has spread to all areas. Exports and imports have increased as a·result of export-favoring policies. Some 80 percent of the stocks of Finnish pubhic companies are now in foreign hands: :foreign ownership was limited and controlled until the early 1990s. .Aquarter of the companies operating in Finland lare foreign-OWned, and Finnish companies have even bigger investmen abroad. Most big companies are tTuly internationsl nowadays. Migration to Finland has increased. and s 
the collapse of the eastern bloc Russian immigrants have become the largest single foreign group. The number of 
foreigners is still lower than in many other counties there are about 120.000 people with foreign background 
out of a population of 5.3 million. 
The directions of foreign trade have been changing 
because trade with the rising Asian economies has been 
gaining in importance and Russian trade has ftuctuated. 
Otherwise, almost the same country distribution prevails 
as has been comnmon for over a century. Western Europe 
has a share of three-fifths, which has been typical. The 
United Kingdom was for long Finland's biggest trading 
partner, with a share of one-third, but this started to 
diminish in the 1960s. Russia accounted for one-third of 
Finnish foreign trade in the early 1900s, but the Soviet 
Union had minimal trade with the West at first, and is 
share of the Finnish foreign trade was just a len 
percentage points. After World War lI Soviet-Finnish traie 
increased gradually until it reached 25 percent of Finst 
foreign trade in the 1970s and early 1980s. Trade wa 

Russia is now gradually gaining ground again from the 

low point of the early 1990s, and had risen to about tet 
percent in 2006(see figure 9). This makes Russia one of 

Finland's three biggest trading partners, Sweden and 

Germany being the other two with a ten percent share 

each. 

percentage of the activities, although the production volumes have been growing. The textile and dothing 



The balance of payments was a 

the 
Finnish economy until the 1990s. Particularly in the 

post-World War II period i inflation repeatedly eroded the 

petitive capacity vof the economy and d led to numerous 
devaluationss of the currency. .An economic policy favoring 

exports helped the country out of the depression of the 

1990s and improved the balar e of 

compe 

Agriculture 
continued its problematic development of 

overproduction and d | high subsidics, , which finall, bume 

very 
unpopular. The number of farms I hàs shrunkice 

the 1960s and the average size has recently risen to 
average European levels. The share of agricultural 
production and labor are also on the Western European 

levels nowadays. Finunish a agriculture is s i incorporated into 

the Common Agricultural Policy of the European Union 
and i sh 

has been virtually eliminated. 

The share of forestry is equally low, even if it supplies 
Eor-fifths of the wOod´ used in Finnish sawmills and 

Paper factories: the remaining fifth is imported mainly 
rom the northwestern parts of Russia. The share of 

manufacturing is somewhat above Western European 

levels and, accordingly, that of services is high but slightly 
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lower than in the old industrialized countries (see figure 
10). 

Asia 

Recent discussion on the state of the economy mainly 
focuses on two issues. The very open economy of Finland 
is very much influenced by the rather sluggish economic 
development of the European Union. Accordingly, not 
very highgrowth rates are to be expected in Finland either. 
Since the 1990s depression, the investment rate has 
remained at a lower level than was common in the postwar 
period, and this is cause for concern. 
The other issue concerns the prominent role of the public 

sector in the economy. The Nordic welfare model is 

basically approved of, but the costs create tensions. High 

taxation is one consequence of this and political parties 
discuss whether or not the high public-sector share slows 

down economic growth. 

The aging population, high unemployment and the 
decreasing numbers of taxpayers in the rural areas of 
eastern and central Finland place a burden on the local 

governments. There is also continuing discussion about 

tax competition inside the European Union: how does 
the high taxation in some member countries affect the 

location decisions of companies? 

Worsen 

Central & Eastern Europe 

Improve 

2006 - 2007 

Same 

Latin America 

Developed Econmices 
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tpayments. 

shares its problems, even if) Finnish overproduction 
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Fig 4 
Declining Unemployment Rates 
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ig 7 Development of Finland's Exports During 1900-2005 n per cent 
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